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DSCI Best Practices Meet 2010

DSCI organised the
second workshop on
Best Practices for
Data Protection at
Hotel Lalit Ashok in
Bangalore on July 28,
2010 with an objectiv
of addressing the
security challenges,
which are becoming
more complex in the
wake of evolving
threat scenarios and compliance regulations that are becoming more
stringent. The workshop provided an opportunity to the participants to
interact with the leaders in security and understand the practices that
are evolving to address specific challenges. Case studies on how the
framework leads to a risk-based assessment and remediates any gaps
based on the best practices using DSCI data-centric methodology were
presented.

The event was inaugurated by Mr. Harsh Manglik, Chairman NASSCOM
& Chairman and Geography Managing Director, Accenture India and was
attended by over 300 participants from diverse industry verticals like IT,
BPO, Banking & Financial Services, Manufacturing, E-Governance,
Telecom, PSU, e-Commerce etc.
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Some of the other eminent speakers who presented their views on several topics included:

– Prof. N. Balakrishnan, Associate Director, IISc Bangalore
– Mr. P.S. Venkat Subramanyan, Head – Data Protection & Privacy, CSC India
– Mr. Sanjoy Sen, Partner, Deloitte
– Mr. Hitesh Barot, Director – Global Public Policy, Intel Corporation
– Mr. Baljinder Singh, Global Head of Technology, InfoSec & BCM, EXL Service
– Mr. Satish Das, CSO, Cognizant Technology
– Mr. Vakul Sharma, Advocate, Supreme Court of India
– Ms. Nandita Mahajan, CISO &CPO, India & South-Asia, IBM & IBM Daksh
– Mr. Vishal Dhupar, Managing Director, Symantec India
– Mr. Abhay Gupte, Sr. Director, Deloitte
– Mr. Pazhamalai Raman, GM & CISO, Wipro

DSCI Workshop on Contract Guidelines for BPOs

A half-day workshop on ‘Contracts as an instrument for data protection – liabilities of service providers’
was organised on the 9th July, 2010 in New Delhi. DSCI shared its data protection approach; experts
from the industry discussed various contractual obligations. Security and privacy consultants along
with legal experts specialized in the Transborder contractual agreement also presented their views.
The workshop was attended by more than 70 security, privacy and legal experts from the IT/BPO
companies. The program was inaugurated by Mr. Raman Roy, Chairman and MD, Quatrro BPO and
focused on the recent changes in regulatory requirements in the European Union, the United Kingdom
and the United States. The major topics discussed during this program included EU Directive 95/46 and
its impact on Indian IT/ITeS Service Providers, Article 29 Working Party Workarounds – SCCs, BCRs,
BSPRs etc., HIPAA, GLBA, UK DPA and their Impact on Indian IT/ITeS Service Providers, Security
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Requirements as part of Model Contract, Contractual Agreements and IT (Amendment) Act 2008,
Contractual Obligations in HIPAA, GLBA, EU Directives, etc. and their Implications.

While Vaiji Raghunathan presented the detailed Standard Contractual Clauses and other related
issues of the EU Data Protection Directive, other eminent panelists from the industry included the
following:

– Mr. Sudin Apte, Principal Analyst, Forrester
– Mr. Rahul Sahgal, President & CEO, Annik Technology Services
– Mr. Chalam Peddada, Sr. Director – Information Security, Fidelity
– Mr. Hitesh Barot, Director – Global Public Policy, Intel
– Mr. Baljinder Singh, Global Head of Technology, InfoSec & BCM, EXL Service
– Mr. Vipin Aggarwal, VP and Legal Counsel, Data Privacy & Intellectual Property, Genpact

MoU With CERT-In

Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In), established by the Department of Informa-
tion Technology, Ministry of Communications & Information Technology; and Data Security Council of
India (DSCI) - a NASSCOM initiative, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) on 22nd July
2010. The purpose of the MoU is to create a framework within which they can jointly explore and work
towards improving computer security in the country, and raise cyber security awareness, especially
the importance of practices in keeping systems secure, software up-to-date and security practices
and procedures current.

The MoU will facilitate CERT-In and DSCI to cooperate in enhancing the overall security of the comput-
ing environment in the country through their commitment to information security, and privacy pro-
tection, especially under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008. This association between CERT-In and DSCI,
would further enable attaining the common goal of addressing the increasingly complex problems
associated with computer security and computer-related crimes.

Verizon Business Insights on 2010 Data Breach Investigation Report

DSCI participated in the Security Briefing organized by Verizon on ‘Insights into Data Breaches and
Security Threats’ in Bangalore, Mumbai and Delhi on 21, 23 and 24 September 2010 respectively. A
team of senior officers from DSCI including Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI and Mr. Vinayak Godse,
Director – Data Protection presented their views on how data breaches continue to plague
organisations worldwide. Verizon Business, analyse data breaches, and provide services to help orga-
nization keep their data safe. Verizon partnered with the US Secret Service to deliver the 2010 Data
Breach Investigations Report that was also released in India during the three events. The security
briefings gave insight and clear recommendations on how to face security threats head-on. Over 450
participants from sectors like IT/BPO, Banking and Financial Services, Telecom, E-governance, E-com-
merce etc. participated in the events.

DSCI Projects Advisory Meeting

DSCI started a number of projects to address important issues of data protection. The specific projects,
which have been initiated over the last couple of months cover a wide range including reasonable
security practices, insider threats, assessment frameworks, and cloud computing. DSCI aims to achieve
identifiable outcomes from these projects, which can be converted into best practices for use by the
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industry. An Advisory Group was constituted and DSCI convened a meeting of the advisory group to
review the objective and the deliverables of this project, with a view to seek the advice of the
experts, so as to make the results meaningful and useful for the industry.

Bangalore Chamber of Industry and Commerce (BCIC) conference on “Improving the Technology
Trustmark”

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI was invited to speak on BCIC conference on “Improving the Technology
Trustmark” on Wednesday 29th September 2010 in Bangalore. Speaking on this session he presented
on the “The growing importance of Data Privacy in our daily lives – what you can do?” He traced the
history of rising privacy concerns of civil society with the adoption of technology over the last century;
and suggested ways of converting invasive technology into privacy enhancing technology. He also
highlighted the role of best practices and self-regulation in promoting privacy protection.

Meetings with the Reserve Bank of India

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj CEO, DSCI was co-opted as a member of Electronic Banking Committee constituted
by the Reserve Bank of India on 5th August 2010. The meeting was held in Mumbai. Following this,  Mr.
Vinayak Godse, Director – Date Protection participated in meeting convened  by RBI and presented
his views on the role of Banks as an ‘Intermediary’ under the Information Technology (Amendment)
Act, 2008

Workshop on Legal Framework for Privacy, Data Protection and Security

Government constituted a Group of Officers to develop a framework that could balance the country’s
interests and concerns on privacy, data protection and security and which could respect the domain
legislations on the subject.

The first workshop on Legal Framework for privacy, Data Protection and Security happened on 21st
July 2010.

Representatives from MHA, Cert-IN, IBA, UIDAI legal attended the workshop and expressed their
views. The workshop has been organized to elicit views of the practitioners in the field and also the
civil society organizations regarding proposed legislation.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI presented DSCI view and advised that the privacy law should:

– have light weight regulations based on global privacy principles that value economic benefits of
data usage and flow, while guaranteeing privacy to citizens

– avoid bureaucratic structure that could hinder business interest and lose the spirit of the intent in
the operational implementation

– rely on self-regulation of businesses that promote practices, making the privacy program relevant
to technology advancements

– provide legal recognition to the role of self-regulatory bodies, promoted by industry associations,
in enforcing codes for the privacy in the interest of citizens’ rights

– notify and implement through Self-Regulatory Organizations like industry associations
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– allow businesses self declare the codes of practices that they have implemented to protect the
privacy rights of the customers

– establish a mechanism, in the form of public private partnership, to resolve the disputes and
grievances of citizens

“Trends in e-Payments: Challenges and Opportunities”

DSCI participated in the International Conference on “Trends in e-Payments: Challenges and
Oportunities” organized during Smartcards Expo 2010 (the No.1 smart card exposition in Asia and No.2
in the world) on September 28, 2010 at Bombay Exhibition Centre, Mumbai. The conference witnessed
participation of leading players in the field from all over the world. Representing DSCI, Rahul Jain
delivered a presentation on “Transaction Security: Building Authentication Strategies for Preventing
Frauds in Online Banking” wherein he highlighted the need for Risk based Authentication during
online banking transactions in a B2C environment.

Data Security Council of India submitted a consultation paper on “Future of Data Protection in
EU”. It Contributed to the Questionnaire for Stakeholders Consultation

Government had constituted a Group of Officers under the Chairmanship of Secretary, Department of
Personnel and Training to develop a framework that could balance the country’s interests and concerns
on privacy, data protection and security and which could respect the domain legislations on the
subject. DSCI submitted its views to DoPT through a consultation paper on “Legal Framework for Data
Protection and Security and Privacy Norms”.

Data Security Council of India submitted a consultation paper to Standing Committee on Informa tion
Technology (2009 – 10) on ‘Cyber Security and Right to Privacy’ for detailed examination

Consultation Papers

DSCI International Visibility

Mr. Pratap Reddy, Director- Cyber Security, NASSCOM and Mr. Vikram Asnani Sr. Consultant, DSCI participated
in Global Conference on Ethical Policy Implication of Global Mobility and Cyber Security on 23rd and 24th

September in Brussels, Belgium. The Conference was organized by RISE Consortium to which DSCI is an
active member.

The Workshop focused on governance, ethics and trust in information society; ethical implication of identity
management; and Privacy and anonymity in a networked environment.  The conference witnessed
participation from eminent personalities in the field from all over the world like Peter Hustinx, European
Data Protection Supervisor, Ioannis Tsoukalas, Member of European Parliament, Christos Geraris, Hellenic
Data Protection Authority (HDPA), Greece among many others.

Representing NASSCOM-DSCI, Pratap Reddy delivered a presentation on “Cyber Forensics Training in PPP
mode to help LEA”, where he highlighted the need for establishing public private partnership to support
Law enforcement agencies in Cyber forensic investigation.
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DSCI-KPMG Security Survey 2010 Launched

DSCI and KPMG jointly conducted a survey in year 2009 titled ‘State of Data Security and Privacy in the Indian
Industry’ which focused on the current state of Data Security and Privacy in the Indian industry. This year, as
part of the Cyber Security Project awarded by Department of Information Technology (DIT), DSCI and KPMG
are jointly conducting survey amongst companies from Banking, BPO and Telecom sectors. The survey is
being done in association with CERT-In, DIT.

The survey intends to understand the data protection needs, underlying issues and concerns, trends,
characteristics, technology adoption, etc. that may be very unique and specific to these industry verticals.
The survey covers the following areas of Data Security and Privacy:

Positioning of security and privacy in the organizations - analyzing CISO’s role and the tasks
performed by the security organization
Transaction security, customer centric security and privacy, emerging threats, card & payment
gateway security

Cyber Security Awareness Project

DSCI Chapters Update

Chapter members tally reached close to 975 security and privacy professionals. During this quarter
Chapters organized periodic meetings with predefined agendas.

Ahmedabad Chapter hosted first public event on “Security against Cyber Crime” along with Ahmedabad
Management Association (AMA) on August 4, 2010.

Bangalore, Hyderabad and Chennai Chapter Anchors participated in DSCI Best Practices Meet 2010 for
sharing the chapter proceedings and updates. The way forward for respective chapters was also
shared with the audience.

India Security Portal

ISP is operational with all 10 e-security forum/chapters active with close to 850 user base. ISP receives
a healthy discussion on current security trends or issues every fortnight. ISP has been helpful in
conducting polls. During this quarter Best Practices, discussions and polls received eminence content.
For more information, visit www.indiasecure.in and to become an e-Security forum member or for
any related query write to us at info@indiasecure.in.

India Cyber Labs

During this quarter three new cyber labs were launched in cities including Chennai, Madhuban
(Haryana) and Hyderabad taking the count of labs from four to seven. These labs continued their
drive of building capacity amongst police officers, public prosecutors, officers from defense forces,
banking officials, students from school & college. During Q2 2010-11, Cyber Labs conducted training
and awareness sessions for around 1500 personnel.
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Reasonable Security Practices: DSCI is conducting a study on various regulatory frameworks and would
recommend different approaches for establishing ‘Reasonable Security Practices’ under Section 43 A
of the IT (Amended) Act, 2008.

Insider Threats: Organizations should view insider threats as a major risk that requires a holistic
solution. DSCI is conducting a study on “Insider Threats”, to understand the criticality and risk of
insider threats in organizations today and further understand the sources and challenges of insider
risk management.

Security and Privacy Issues in Cloud Computing: DSCI is conducting a study to highlight the global
security challenges in cloud computing and provide recommendations to the organizations who are
migrating to cloud computing or subscribing to cloud computing solutions.

Key Projects

Maturity and characteristics of key security disciplines such as ‘Threat & Vulnerability
Management’, ‘Application Security’ and ‘Incident Management’ in the wake of rising cyber crimes
Strategic options adopted in Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
Impact of IT (Amendment) Act, 2008
Level of perceived risks in different Lines of Service (e.g. Customer Interaction and Support,
Payroll, Finance & Accounting, etc.)
Managing risks arising from clients’ environments
Mechanisms adopted for conducting Background Checks
Evolution of Physical Security and its integration with Information Technology

In case your organization wants to be a respondent for this survey contact us at info@dsci.in.

DSCI in News

Some interesting news bytes about DSCI are given below for reference. For more details, please visit the
following link: http://www.dsci.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=95&Itemid=114

“Blackberry Ban? The Big Story”
Date: August 12, 2010
Source: NDTV 24X7

Found in a lost database?
Date: September 2, 2010
Source: LiveMint

NASSCOM sets up cyber lab in Hyderabad
Date: August 29, 2010
Source: The Economic Times

DSCI framework implementation methodology: An up-close look
Date: August 20, 2010
Source: searchSecurity.in
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DSCI Membership

DSCI continued its membership drive during the second quarter of 2010-11, offering services like access to
Security White Papers, Survey Reports and Survey Questionnaires for Self-Checks etc. that it generates
from time-to-time to all member companies.

Within a span of 15 months, DSCI successfully enrolled over 560 small, medium and large size companies as
its members. These members are from the IT, ITES/BPO, Public sector, Manufacturing and BFSI, Telecom,
Security Vendors & Consultants etc.

Companies, which are interested in subscribing to the membership and knowing more about the services
on offer, may contact Data Security Council of India at membership@dsci.in. Please use “MEMBERSHIP
ENQUIRY” in the subject line of your email.

Corporate Website

DSCI will soon launch a new version of the corporate website, which will have interactive features like
Members Zone, Programs and Initiatives, Knowledge Corner, Survey Centre, Quick Links, Position Papers
etc. It will act as an instrument for various interactive programs for BPOs, outsourcers, security vendors,
educational institutions, and law enforcement related organizations. It will also connect with security and
privacy professionals directly.  The website will also act as a platform through which Best Practices and DSCI
Framework implementation can be assisted. The website has multiple channels for disseminating knowledge
on information security and privacy protection, such as newsletters, white papers, presentations, surveys
and links to access other publications.

S’pore data protection law still under review
Date: August 24, 2010
Source: ZDNet Asia

Encryption policy may hit doing business in India: NASSCOM unit
Date: August 19, 2010
Source: The Hindu Business Line

Haryana sets up cyber lab
Date: August 5, 2010
Source: iGovernment

Chennai Cyber Lab to train police personnel in combating cyber crimes
Date: July 30, 2010
Source: The Hindu

India: Industry reports on implementation of Best Practices for Data Protection
Date: July 8, 2010
Source: Data Guidance
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